
 

 

The dressage show organizer team of Joely Mann and Shelagh Hohm are pleased to host another series 

of Tilted Tiara Gold Dressage Shows in Alberta. These shows are held at the Anderson Ranch facility. This 

facility has world-class footing and stabling for competitors and horses.  

 

We are a small team that is working very hard to provide opportunities for our riders, judges and 

stewards to improve their skills and to compete and officiate at local, fun, intimate and affordable 

shows. We are also offering Wild Rose classes for those riders that do not have memberships or 

passports and want more affordable shows. With limited opportunities for upcoming judges and 

stewards to officiate at Gold Shows, we always hire at least one official that is working on their 

upgrading. To maintain the sport and ensure we have judges and stewards being promoted to the Senior 

and FEI levels, we need to support and hire officials at all levels. 

 

We believe that we all need to work together to support dressage in Alberta. The sport of dressage is 

unique within the equestrian world and the harmony and athleticism of the horse and rider are 

wonderful to see. Spectators are always welcome at our show. Please stop by the office to say hello and 

to pick up a copy of the day sheets. Young horses, adult amateurs, juniors and international horses in 

training can all benefit from these shows. With a two day format and the opportunity to get in the show 

ring in a world-class facility, with world-class footing these are must do shows. Riders can count on 

showing in a relaxed, supportive and welcoming environment. What better place is there to show your 

horse this summer? And let’s be real, who doesn’t want to win a Tiara!! 

 

We know that the dressage community in Alberta supports these shows by riding, spectating or 

sponsoring and we are grateful for that support. Without support these shows will end. We do not 

receive any base funding from any organization. To keep these shows going we need sponsors and 

entries. We would love to hear from you if you can offer us some sponsorship. 

 

  



To all our sponsors, we offer: 
 

● A company logo added to the daily show day sheets packages.  
● Advertising on social media and on the Tilted Tiara website. 
● Entry into the VIP area at each show. 

 
Sponsorship packages: 
 
Platinum Sponsorship - In addition to your logo on day sheet packages, advertising and entry for four 
into the VIP area you will also have a show ring named after you at both shows. Also included is 
sponsorship of championships at each show, to include tiaras, rider’s gifts and special ribbons plus a 
presentation ceremony.  A special gift from Tilted Tiara. A company banner to be placed on the 
showgrounds. Preferred stabling for your barn’s horses. You tell us where you want to be stabled. 
 

  Cost 1,000.00 / total 
 
Gold Sponsorship – In addition to your logo on day sheet packages, advertising and entry for two into 
the VIP area you will also have a show ring named after you at one show. Also included is sponsorship of 
one championship at each show, to include tiaras, rider’s gifts and special ribbons plus a presentation 
ceremony.  A company banner to be placed on the showgrounds. 

Cost  500.00 / total 
 

Silver Sponsorship – In addition to your logo on day sheet packages, advertising and entry for two into 
the VIP area you will also have sponsorship of one championship at each show, to include tiaras, rider’s 
gifts and special ribbons plus a presentation ceremony.  
 

Cost  250.00 / total 
 
Friends – in addition to your logo on day sheet packages, an invitation to the VIP area, and advertising 
on the Tilted Tiara website, you will also have an opportunity to offer prizes for special awards such as 
the most improved score, best freestyle, youngest competitor – we will work with you to determine an 
opportunity that works for you and your company.  

 Cost  25.00 / show  
 

Sparkles – In addition to your logo on day sheet packages and advertising on the Tilted Tiara website, 
merchandise will be distributed to riders as draws or special awards. Tell us your thoughts about how 
you would like to see your merchandise distributed. 

 Cost Merchandise 
 
 
 
 

Joely Mann 
halfstepsphone@gmail.com 

403-803-9506 
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